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Talking heads: US Cuisine

American cuisine
has come a long
way since the
days of greasy
fries and dodgy
hotdogs, but does
the world’s
biggest melting
pot of cultures
have its own
distinct culinary
identity? The
organiser of The
World’s 50 Best
Restaurants
gathered a group
of top US and
international
chefs and
restaurateurs to
find out

I

f there’s one thing Italian chef Massimo
Bottura is never short of, it’s enthusiasm.
So it says a lot about the current state of
play in the European restaurant
industry that he goes to America ‘to
recharge his batteries’. “In Europe, we’re not
dreaming any more, we have a sense of sadness
filled with nostalgia,” he says.
This statement from the Osteria Francescana
chef, while not necessarily reflective of all
European kitchens, may be indicative of a
turning point in American gastronomy – after a
lifetime of being known primarily as a fast-food
producer, is the country finally finding its own
culinary identity?
America’s approach to food, the changing
international perceptions of its cuisine and the
challenges faced by the industry were some of
the topics discussed at The World’s 50 Best
Restaurants’ first #50BestTalks event in New
York last month, put together to debate the
future of American dining.
Among the select group of world-leading
chefs, restaurateurs and media were Eleven
Madison Park co-owners Will Guidara and
Daniel Humm, Italian cooking maestro Mario
Batali and British ex-pat chef April Bloomfield of
The Spotted Pig in New York. Here’s what they
had to say:

identity crisis, because we don’t believe in
ourselves. In Europe, we’re not dreaming any
more. We have this kind of sense of sadness
filled with nostalgia. In Italy you don’t find a
French restaurant or a Mexican restaurant. You
find an Italian restaurant or a trattoria. Here you
can come and experiment. When I want to
recharge my battery, I come to New York.

Massimo Bottura: We are fronting a

be an evolution. You have great schools [in the
US] and you have people who think in a very

crisis that is not just an economic crisis but an

Dan Barber: My worry about the
excitement that Massimo declares about New
York, which is flattering for the city and for our
diners, is where the enthusiasm gets channelled.
More and more the vectors point to the chef or
to the theatre of dining and less towards some of
the impending problems we have with food
production. I’m sceptical that this energy and
passion can be translated into real change.
A lot of the excitement around food is fetishised
and privileged, and I don’t know how to
translate that into the everyday food culture.
Because that’s what Massimo has in Italy. They
have a tradition and know what it means to be
an Italian. Americans really don’t have that. I
don’t think we will look back at the end of our
careers and say that we were at the start of a real
revolution, because I don’t know what the
revolution is.

Massimo: It’s not a revolution, it has to
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72% of chefs surveyed said Meadowland
Professional 250g block performed as well
as butter in key usage occasions*
CLAIM YOUR FREE SAMPLE AT
WWW.UFS.COM/MEADOWLAND250

Buttermilk & vegetable oil blend with a
CREAMY BUTTERY taste

*Source: Kadence International Meadowland Professional 250g Product Test, March 2013 n = 99 UK Chefs
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ethical way. It will be very important for
future generations.

Dan: Yeah, but what you have, which we don’t,
is the connection – that’s the tradition. You have
Parmigiano Reggiano and the waste from that
gives you prosciutto di Parma. That’s a system of
agriculture that inculcates itself into the
everyday mores of eating. In America we have
farm to table, which is exciting, but it is
products, there’s very little that puts it together.
It’s the cuisine that puts it together and the
culture that puts it together, but we don’t have
that. What we have is people who are hungry to
shake the hand of the farmer that grew their
food, and while that’s a step in the right
direction, it’s not the answer. It doesn’t create
real change.

Will Guidara: A lot of the time there’s this
sense of inferiority when you talk about an
identity in America. America is all about new, a
reaction to things that existed. I think it’s a really
exciting time because our country is old enough.
There is tradition and there are things to look
back on. There are culinary traditions that can
be honoured and there’s an opportunity to
develop an identity.

It’s not a revolution,
it has to be an
evolution. You have
great schools [in the
US] and you have
people who
think in a very
ethical way. It will be
very important for
future generations
Massimo Bottura

Daniel Humm: When I first arrived 12

Dan: By definition a cuisine is sustainable

years ago, I felt like the Americans had a chip on
their shoulders.

because it’s lasted thousands of years. America
doesn’t have a cuisine. I was in California and
someone stood up and talked about California
cuisine. I was in a bad mood and I said ‘what the
fuck is California cuisine?’ It has great products
because they have a lot of sun and really good
soil. But that’s not a cuisine. That’s beautiful
products that are taking advantage of a great
landscape. What we need to figure out as
American chefs is how you can put that together
and make people pay for it.

Nick Kokonas: We still do.
Daniel: But everyone thought the European
restaurants were so above everything, and I
think that has completely changed. There’s a
pride now to be American and to cook
American food and be inspired by it.

Andrew: As you’re saying that, last week I
probably sold about 140lbs of tripe. Every
restaurant is very different in their cuisine but
tripe is one of those things that translates into
many different cultures. At The Dutch, I want to
explore what it means to be an American and
what I call ‘root soul’ cooking. The tripe dish
[with chilli and avocado] is very American but
my Italian friends came and they couldn’t run
away fast enough, even though it is a celebration
of an American dish.
April Bloomfield: People are much more
into finding out where their food’s coming from
and how it’s been treated, picked and stored. In
the next couple of years, restaurants are going
to be more based outside of New York and
people will have farms of their own and they’re
going to be growing all their own food like Dan
[Barber] does. I think chefs want that more and
it’s going to start expanding outside of the city.
A lot of chefs are realising that they don’t have
to be in a big city to have an amazing restaurant
or to do what they want to do creatively –
they are spreading out in places like Seattle
and Portland.
Will Guidara: Ten years ago [ Japanese
restaurant] Masa opened, and everyone was
so excited that the fish was coming from Tokyo
fish market on a daily basis. Now, the total
opposite is true and everyone’s excited about
Blue Hill at Stone Barns and what’s going on
there. On the tradition side, you look at
Carbone, a restaurant that references
old-school US-Italian food. It’s only now that
that restaurant can exist, because 15 years ago,
that’s just what the restaurants were. Now we
have enough years under our belt. We’re
growing up.

Andrew Carmellini: What is American
cuisine? I’m still struggling with that. Before we
opened The Dutch, we went around the
neighbourhood in west Soho and interviewed
people on the street and asked them what
American cuisine was. Maybe we need to bring
that back and explore that a little bit because the
answers I got were unbelievable. There are a lot
of tourists in west Soho and a lot of burgers and
barbecue came up. Americans don’t really view
Italian cuisine as one cuisine. There are so many
different regions, and regions inside regions,
and I think America is the same way.

Dan: Most of the chefs in this country that

You’ve got to find
the balance
between being
creative and looking
after the
environment
April Bloomfield

celebrate other cuisines celebrate their holiday
cuisines, not the everyday food. That’s the
problem, they celebrate vegetables and grains
that require a ton of soil fertility, that are
expensive to grow and that taste delicious. They
are representative of those cultures and cuisines
but they don’t represent the true eating
traditions. Ten years ago it was very hard to sell
oxtail and pork cheek, where today it’s an
everyday food, at least in New York, but we need
to do that for the whole farm, for everything.

There are things to
look back on in the
US. There are culinary
traditions that can
be honoured and
there’s an opportunity
to develop an identity
Will Guidara
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£1,725 *
Wait no longer for a great deal - by ﬁtting a new A-rated boiler,
your restaurant will beneﬁt from:
• A potential saving on your energy bill of up to 25%**
• Your ﬁrst year annual service free^
• The option of an interest-free payment plan^^
• Local support from our nationwide team of qualiﬁed engineers.
Call free today on

0800 294 9362†

or visit britishgas.co.uk/business
Terms and conditions apply: * Prices and boilers may change depending on existing system requirements. ** Estimated savings ﬁgure is based on installing a new
A-rated boiler with 98% efﬁciency compared to an older boiler operating at 70–74% efﬁciency (typically an F-rated boiler). Savings will vary depending on the size
and thermal performance of the building – www.boilers.org.uk. ^Equivalent to one year’s care plan, one annual service contract on new appliances purchased
through British Gas rated up to 44 kW. ^^Deferred payments options available, subject to credit status. A guarantee may be required. † Calls may be monitored
or recorded for quality assurance and compliance purposes. Calls to 0800 numbers are free from a BT landline. Call charges from other networks or mobiles may
be higher. Please contact your network operator for information about the cost of calls.
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Mario Batali: We have a much more

Wylie: Is fine dining dying or on its way out?

sophisticated audience than 30 years ago.
International travel has led customers to
understand and expect different things at a
restaurant level. It’s us reacting to customers
and pop culture and our own travels – it’s kind
of in the gel phase.

For me the answer is yes.

Wylie Dufresne: What worries me is the
middle. That’s where we’re going to see the need
for this stuff to show up. We’re seeing less
restaurants surviving in the middle, in what, in
New York, we would call the upper two-star and
lower three-star restaurants. In a city like New
York, it’s getting harder and harder economically
to live there, to have restaurants there, to pay
rent, to find cooks who want to work in that kind
of restaurant – where is the mid-level restaurant
going to go? People are always going to look for
cheap and go out for a luxurious dinner. But
where does the middle go? It is disappearing.

It’s
ever-evolving,
and people will never
ever get tired of a
great experience
Nick Kokonas

Sabato Sagaria: We’re seeing that with
Union Square Café. The restaurant has been
here 30 years and has brought a lot to that
neighbourhood and to New York, but it’s a
victim of its own success. When you look at
what we can now do in quick service with
Chipotle or Shake Shack or Sweet Greens – the
next generation of fast food – we can somehow
take the best practices from what we’re doing
at [the top] level and incorporate them and
attack from the top and the bottom and meet in
the middle.

April: Dan is planting the seed, but then you
have Steve Ells from Chipotle who actually
sources locally so there’s somebody coming
from the middle ground too. If we keep doing
that, I think we’ll get to that tipping point.

Nick: Can you think of an ambitious chef
anywhere in the US who doesn’t agree with
local and organic and sustainable whenever
possible? It’s not something we advertise, we
don’t put it on our menus, but I know that our
chefs, known for very modernist cuisine, take
the same care in sourcing things as they can
possibly do.

Nick: ‘Will people ever get tired of a great
experience?’ is a better question. The experience
we provide at Alinea and Next is very different
from The Spotted Pig, from Blue Hill, but they’re
all great experiences. On any given day, I don’t
want to eat a 20-course tasting menu. But is it
dying? No. It’s ever-evolving, and people will
never get tired of a great experience. There’s
always going to be a customer who’s willing to
understand why it costs what it costs,
understand the labour and the thought and the
care involved, and will save up to pay for it. One
of my favourite things is when diners who have
no fine-dining experience whatsoever say ‘we’ve
put aside two bucks a month to go to your
restaurant for a special occasion’. Instead of
going to the theatre or to see the Rolling Stones,
they’ll spend $500 to eat our food, and that’s
never going to go away.
Wylie : We haven’t seen anybody throw their
hat in [the fine dining] ring in New York for a
while though. No one has decided recently to
hedge that bet.

Mario: Because fine dining came to be
defined as a three to four-hour thing and that
has faded in a life where you’re busy. You still
want delicious and nutritious food, but maybe
you don’t want to put on a jacket and long pants.

April: You’ve got to find the balance
between being creative and looking after
the environment.
Dan: It’s the mid-sized farmer that’s in trouble.

It’s the mid-sized
farmer that’s in trouble.
If you’re farming 10,000
acres of corn and
soy, then you’re in
boom times
Dan Barber

If you’re farming 10,000 acres of corn and soy,
then you’re in boom times. And if
you’re a small local organic farmer, you’re
doing very well, because you have farmers’
markets – 2,000 of them have popped up in
the past five years over the country. It’s the
ones that are stuck in the middle, producing
so much food that they can’t pack up a pick-up
truck and deliver it to a restaurant but too
small to compete in the ‘Walmartification’ of
the food system. Every year we’re losing tens
of thousands of these farms. So how do we
create a system that we can use on our menus,
and highlight that?

Massimo: In Italy it’s always been like that.
In France it’s the same thing. What we did in
Emilia Romagna, we made co-operatives – these
are small middle farmers and cheesemakers
who got together and started talking. It was
Utopistic 100 years ago to put together all these
producers of Parmigiano Reggiano, but now
they’re all together, surviving and getting better
and better.

You still want
delicious and
nutritious food,
but maybe you
don’t want to put on
a jacket and
long pants
Mario Batali
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“A golden era beckons for branded and managed pubs”
Simon Stenning, Strategy Director, Allegra Foodservice
The managed pub sector is forecast to be one of the leading growth
engines of UK foodservice. Attend the Pub Retail Summit and find out why.
new
speakers
confirmed!

Speakers include:
¢ Ed Turner, managing director of Geronimo Inns,
poses the question ‘are pubs sustainable’?
¢ James Horler, previously chief executive of Ego
and La Sala, who now leads Ego Restaurants and
dining and entertainment brand La Sala, will look at
the role of entertainment in hospitality and how the
pub sector is positioned to win
¢ Nick Tolley, founder of Harris + Hoole;
key factors for success in launching coffee
brands, both on the high street and in-store

¢ Mark Brumby, leisure analyst and chief
executive of Langton Capital, gives an
upbeat assessment of the managed pub
market offers some predictions for the future
¢ Charlie Gilkes, founder of London-based
Inception Group, looks at how to create busy
destination concepts in areas of low customer footfall
¢ Helene Mills, director at Pragma Consulting,
unearths regional differences in dining-out behaviour
and mind-sets

Companies attending include:

To book your place or for more information please contact
Teresa Norman at teresa.norman@wrbm.com or call 01293 846521
Brought to you by

Headline partner

Associate partners:

Bar Partners:

www.ukpubretailsummit.co.uk
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April: I don’t think fine dining is dying,
I actually think it’s more refreshed. It’s
becoming more interactive and fun, and
casting away that shadow of being stuffy. I
mean look at Eleven Madison Park, it’s
interactive, people are grinding carrots at the
table. It’s fun, it’s fresh.

Massimo: We are losing the service in Italy.
There is no service any more. That’s why the
chefs are trying to build and serve using stagiers.
And people, let’s say Noma, what they’re doing,
they have a couple of people at service and the
people from the kitchen leave it and serve the
table. That’s fine dining. If you go to a cooking
school, 95% of the people want to be chefs, 5%
maybe want to wait tables.
Nick: Everyone wants to provide great
service, everyone wants to provide great food.
The trick is that you have economic
considerations, you have legal considerations,

It’s becoming
more interactive
and fun, and
casting away that
shadow of
being stuffy
April Bloomfield

you have the Fair Labor Standards Act in
America which applies equally to Denny’s
as it does to Eleven Madison Park. So we
ask these questions like ‘why is there a table
cloth?’ and we get rid of that. Three years
ago we realised we were employing three
people all day long on the phone saying no
to customers. Saying no to customers is bad.
So we got rid of the phone lines, we took
it all via tickets, and then we called all our
customers and spent more time with them.
And then that money gets put back into the
customers. Every restaurateur I talk to sees
the economics of it, but they’re scared to
make change. They’re scared to take
something that’s working and change it.
Wylie’s saying that fine dining in New York
is very difficult right now because rents are
so high and the middle’s being squeezed.
But there’s always a way to figure that out.
I’m not a cook, but my creativity comes in
trying to do that.

This chef discussion was part of the new
#50BestTalks series, the first of which tackled the
future of American dining, held last month at the
NoMad Hotel in New York. Thank you to event
partners S.Pellegrino & Acqua Panna, Lavazza
and LesConcierges
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Flexible FRIMA does the business for The Garden Chef
Owned and run by husband and wife team
Jeremy and Becky Cook, The Garden Chef is
based at the South of England Showground.
Covering corporate functions and conferences,
dinner dances, weddings, cafés, trailer-based
catering, small lunches and dinner parties,
numbers can vary from twelve one day to
1,000 the next. The Garden Chef prepares food
from scratch using locally-sourced ingredients
in its new compact FRIMA VarioCooking
Center Multificiency 112T.
“The FRIMA is so perfect for us,” says
Jeremy. “It’s making the kitchen more efficient.
In one pan we can be slow cooking a
wonderful beef bourguignon while in the other
we can be making a delicate crème anglaise.”
The 112T can boil, grill, fry, low temperature
cook and deep-fry, precisely and easily, all in
one unit. Measuring just 962mm wide by
800mm deep and 400mm high, it has two 14
litre pans, giving it the same capacity as its
larger sibling, the VCC 112.
The Garden Chef specialises in fresh British
cookery and has found the FRIMA perfect for
“amazing” melt-in- the-mouth casseroles and
both sweet and savoury pie fillings.
Before deciding to buy the unit, The Garden

Chef tried out the 112T by taking up FRIMA’s
offer of a free four week trial. “Now we have
integrated it into our production we probably
couldn’t live without it!” says Jeremy.
To find out more about booking a
free four week trial of the compact
VarioCooking Center Multificiency 112T
visit www.kitchenrevolution.biz, email
info@frima-uk.co.uk or call FRIMA UK on
0845 680 3981.
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